Abstract
Finally, in various disciplines of the social sciences, PGS are increasingly used to distinguish 57 environmental from genetic sources of variability (Conley 2016) , as well as to understand how 58 genetic variation among individuals may cause heterogeneous treatment effects when studying 59 how an environmental influence (e.g., a schooling reform) affects an outcome (such as BMI) 60 (Barcellos, Carvalho, and Turley 2018; Davies et al. 2018 ). In these applications, the premise is 61 differences between populations that arose from their distinct demographic and recombination 81 histories will lead to variation in the prediction accuracy of phenotypes across populations 82 (Rosenberg et al. 2018 ). Because of their distinct demographic histories, populations also differ in 83 the allele frequencies of causal variants. This problem is particularly acute for alleles that are rare 84 in the population in which the GWAS was conducted but common in the population in which the 85 trait is being predicted. Such variants are likely to have noisy effect size estimates in the estimation 86 sample or may not be included in the PGS at all, and yet they contribute substantially to heritability 87 in the target population. Furthermore, causal loci or effect sizes may differ among populations, for 88 instance if the effect of an allele depends on the genetic background on which it arises (e.g., 89
Adhikari et al. 2019). For all these reasons, we should expect PGS to be less predictive across 90
ancestries. 91 of 10K individuals in each quartile of age and SES for prediction and performed GWAS using the 196 remaining individuals, matching the sample sizes across quartiles in the GWAS set. Similar to our 197 observation for diastolic blood pressure, the prediction accuracy varies across prediction sets: it is 198 1.25-fold higher for BMI in the youngest quartile compared to the oldest (Mann-Whitney = %.+ ⋅ 199 %) *, ; Fig. 1C) , and 1.69-fold higher for years of schooling in the lowest SES quartile compared 200 to the highest (Mann-Whitney = %.' ⋅ %) *%% ; Fig. 1E ). Furthermore, the differences across 201 groups are again sensitive to the choice of the GWAS set: the differences are marked when GWAS 202 is restricted to the youngest quartile for BMI and the lowest SES quartile for years of schooling, 203 but diminished when the GWAS is performed in the oldest and the highest SES quartiles for BMI 204 and years of schooling, respectively (Figs. 1D,F) . These results remained qualitatively unchanged 205 when we used " instead of incremental " to measure prediction accuracy (Fig. S1) . 206
207
In these analyses, we used a p-value threshold of %) *' for inclusion of a SNP in the PGS. The 208 choice of how stringent to make the GWAS p-value threshold is important but somewhat arbitrary, 209 with approaches ranging from requiring genome-wide significance to including all SNPs ( performance across different groups, there is no obvious optimal choice of the p-value threshold 2 . 214
As we show, however, the qualitative trends reported in Fig. 1 do not depend on the p-value 215 threshold choice (Fig. S2) . 216 217 1 Since the UK Biobank participants were enrolled within about a five-year span, differences in age could in principle also be reflective of cohort effects. 2 The optimal p-value in this context will differ across studies, as it depends not only on the genetic architecture and heritability of the trait, but also on the GWAS sample size, i.e., power (Dudbridge 2013). phenomenon. Nonetheless, they demonstrate that the portability of a polygenic score can vary 219 markedly depending on sample characteristics of both the original GWAS and the prediction set, 220 even within a single ancestry, and that the variation in prediction accuracy across strata can be 221 substantial; in fact, on the same order as reported for different continental ancestries within the UK 222
Biobank (Martin et al. 2019 ). As one example, the prediction accuracy in East Asian samples, 223 averaged across a number of traits, is about half of that in European samples when GWAS was 224
European-based; when the GWAS is done in the lowest SES group for years of schooling, 225 prediction accuracy in the highest SES group is less than half of that in the lowest SES (Fig. 1F) . 226
Moreover, whereas for these traits, we had prior information about which characteristics may be 227 relevant, other aspects that vary across sets of individuals are undoubtedly important as well (e.g., 228
smoking behavior may modify genetic effects on lipid traits; Bentley et al. 2019) , and for any 229
given trait of interest, much less may be known a priori. 230
231

Possible explanations for the variable prediction accuracy 232
Our goal in this paper is to highlight that prediction accuracies can vary across groups of highly 233 similar ancestry, rather than to investigate the likely causes for any particular phenotype. 234
Nonetheless, it is worth noting a couple of possibilities. Perhaps the simplest explanation for our 235 findings is that prediction accuracies vary only because of differences in the extent of 236 environmental variance, while the genetic variance is more or less constant. Indeed, the SNP 237 heritabilities vary markedly across strata (see also Ge et al. 2017) , and the prediction accuracies 238 track heritability differences ( Fig. 2A,B,C) . For all three traits, however, the estimated SNP 239 heritability increases or remains the same with increasing phenotypic variance, in contrast to what 240 would be expected under a model with a fixed genetic variance across strata (Fig. 2D,E,F) . 241
242
Another possibility is that there is an interaction between genetic effects and sample 243 characteristics, for instance that different sets of genetic variants contribute to blood pressure levels 244 in males and females or to BMI across different stages of life 3 . This explanation is not supported 245 by bivariate LD-score regression, which indicates that the genetic correlations across strata are 246 close to 1 (Table S2 ; Materials and Methods). Yet when we re-estimate individual SNP effects 247 in the prediction sets for SNPs ascertained in the original GWAS, the estimated effects of trait-248 increasing alleles are larger in the groups with higher prediction accuracy ( Fig. S3; Materials and  249 Methods). A possible way to reconcile these findings is if effect sizes are highly correlated but 250 systematically larger in the groups with higher prediction accuracy. 251
252
Other factors complicate interpretation, however, and may also contribute to our observations. In 253 particular, for the case of educational attainment, conditioning on adult SES induces a form of 254 range restriction, which could contribute to variable prediction accuracy across strata. We note, 255
however, that we see highly variable prediction accuracies across SES strata even when the GWAS 256 is conducted in all individuals (Fig. 1E) ; in that regard, our approach mimics what happens in 257 practice when polygenic scores are used to predict phenotypes in a sample with a smaller range of 258 SES (e.g., Rimfeld et al. 2018 ). More generally, although this type of range restriction is artificially 259 amplified in our example, SES differences will often be a problem for GWAS in which the sample 260 is not representative of the population; for instance, the most recent major GWAS of educational 261 attainment (Lee et al. 2018 ) included numerous medical data sets and the 23andMe data set, which 262
are not representative of the national population. 263
264
Another potentially important factor is that the adjustment for PCs may not be a sufficient control 265 for the different ways in which population structure can confound GWAS results (Vilhjálmsson 266 and Nordborg 2013), leading to variable prediction accuracy across strata if they differ in their 267 population structure. To examine this possibility, we repeated the analysis in higher proportion of females; this difference is unlikely to influence our analyses (see below). 313
While a large number, 19K pairs is still too few to have adequate power to discover trait-associated 314 individuals (~340K). 316
317
To increase power and enable a direct comparison between the two designs, we split the SNP 318 ascertainment and effect estimation steps as follows (Fig. 3A) : we identified SNPs using a standardtest and (ii) a standard association test. We chose the size of the estimation set in (ii) such that the 322 median standard error of effect estimates in (i) and (ii) is approximately equal. We then compared 323 the prediction accuracy of the two PGS obtained in this way ("standard PGS" and "sib-based 324 PGS") in an independent prediction set of unrelated individuals; as we show in the Supplementary 325 Materials, our approach leads to highly similar prediction accuracies of the two approaches under 326 a model with direct effects only (see Materials and Methods for details) 4 . A further advantage is 327 that the two scores are compared for the same set of SNPs, such that LD patterns and allele 328 frequencies do not come into play. 329
330
We applied the approach to 22 traits, focusing on traits with relatively high heritability estimates 331 as well as social and behavioral traits that have been the focus of recent attention in social sciences. 332
For the majority of the traits, such as diastolic blood pressure, BMI, and hair color, the prediction 333 accuracies of standard and sib-based PGS were similar, as expected under standard GWAS 334 assumptions and as observed for two traits simulated under these assumptions (Fig. 3B) . However, 335 for a range of social and behavioral traits, such as years of schooling completed, pack years of 336 smoking and age at first sexual intercourse, the prediction accuracy of the sib-based PGS was 337 substantially lower than that of the standard PGS (Fig. 3B) . It was also significantly lower for two 338 morphological traits, height and whole body water mass. (mating of similar individuals), the prediction accuracy based on a standard PGS is better than that 359 of a sib-based PGS (Fig. S8) . The difference in the performance of sib-based and standard PGS 360 observed for whole body water mass (Fig. 3B) could possibly reflect the same underlying effects 361 of assortative mating, especially considering the high genetic correlation between the two traits 362 (by bivariate LD score regression, / ≈ ).11, < %) *3) ). We further confirmed that the difference 363 in the sex ratio of the siblings and unrelated individuals, mentioned earlier, has a negligible effect 364 on these differences (Fig. S9) . 365 369 Table S1 (see Table S3 for sample sizes for each trait). 
380
we ensure that prediction accuracies are comparable in the absence of complications such as 387 assortative mating or indirect effects. But in the presence of these complications, the relative 388 prediction accuracies will depend on sample sizes and on the contributions of environmental, direct 389
and indirect genetic components to phenotypic variance. Indeed, we show in the Supplementary 390
Materials that in the presence of indirect genetic effects or assortative mating, the difference in 391 prediction accuracies between the two approaches stems in part from the noise-to-signal ratio for 392 sib-based versus standard GWAS. An implication is that the gap between the prediction accuracy 393 of sib-based and standard PGS should depend on the number of SNPs included in the polygenic 394 scores (Figs. S7,S8) . 395
396
Motivated by these considerations, we examined how the prediction accuracy varies when 397 progressively relaxing the GWAS p-value threshold for inclusion of SNPs, i.e., when including 398 more weakly associated SNPs in the PGS. (In Fig. 3B , results are shown for the p-value threshold 399 that maximizes the prediction accuracy of the standard PGS, replicating the practice when 400 comparing populations of different ancestry (Martin et al. 2019 ).) For hair color and blood 401 pressure, there is little to no difference in prediction accuracy between the two estimation methods, 402 regardless of the number of SNPs included in the score (Figs. 3C,D) . In contrast, for height and 403 whole body water mass, although standard and sib-based PGS perform similarly when based on 404 the most significantly associated SNPs, standard PGS progressively outperforms sib-based PGS 405 when more SNPs are included (Figs. 3E,F) . Similarly, the difference in prediction accuracy 406 between sib-based and standard PGS changes markedly for years of schooling, household income 407 and other social and behavioral traits (Figs. 3G,H and S10) . 
Implications
424
Although the conversation around the portability of PGS has largely focused on genetic ancestries, 425 our results show that prediction accuracy can also differ, at times to a comparable extent, among 426 groups of similar ancestry-even due to basic study design differences such as age and sex 427 composition. If only due to increased environmental variance, such decreased accuracy would be 428 acceptable, at least for certain applications. But as we have shown, differences in the degree of 429 environmental variance are not the primary explanation for the patterns we report (Fig. 2) , and 430 other factors, including differences in the magnitude of genetic effects among groups, indirect 431 effects and assortative mating, also lead to differences in the prediction accuracy of PGS, in ways 432 that may make applications of phenotypic prediction problematic, even within a single ancestry 433 We focused on 22 traits, including a range of well-studied physical, social, behavioral and health-504 related outcomes for which significant SNP heritabilities have been documented (see Table S1 for 505 a complete list of phenotypes, and their corresponding UK data field number). We calculated the 506 phenotype "years of schooling" by converting the maximal educational qualification of the 507 participants to years following Okbay et al. (Okbay et al. 2016) (Table S4 ). For diastolic blood 508 pressure, pulse rate, and forced vital capacity, we took the average of the first two rounds of 509 measurement taken during the same examination at UKB assessment centers. We adjusted the 510 diastolic blood pressure levels for blood pressure lowering medication following Evangelou et al. 511
(Evangelou et al. 2018) by shifting the values upward by 10 mm Hg for individuals taking 512 medication. For hand grip strength, we took the average of the measurements for the two hands. 513
The phenotype "household income" was defined as the average total household income before tax 514 reported by the participants, categorized into five categories: less than £18,000, £18,000 to 515 £29,999, £30,000 to £51,999, £52,000 to £100,000, and more than £100,000. For a subset of 516 individuals, multiple measurements of a phenotype were provided, corresponding to multiple visits 517 to UKB assessment centers; in those cases, we used the measurements during the first visit. 
GWAS and trait prediction methods
529
GWAS by sample characteristics 530
We focused on a set of 337,536 WB samples that were identified by the UKB to be "unrelated" 531 (sample QC parameter "used.in.pca.calculation"==1 as provided by UKB), defined such that no 532 pairs of individuals are inferred to be 3 rd degree relatives or closer. We split the sample into non-533 overlapping sets of individuals by one of the following factors: age at recruitment (in years), sex, 534
and Townsend deprivation index at recruitment (used as a proxy for socioeconomic status or SES). 535
For the Townsend deprivation index and age, we divided into four sets: Q1 [minimum value, first 536 quartile], group 2 (first quartile, second quartile], group 3 (second quartile, third quartile], and 537 group 4 (third quartile, maximum value]. We randomly selected 10K samples in each SES and age 538 group, and 20K of males and 20K of females as held-out prediction sets, and performed GWAS 539 using the remaining samples, matching sample sizes across groups in the GWAS set. We To better understand the performance of PGS across the strata (see "Possible explanations for 554 the variable prediction accuracy"), we estimated the mean effect sizes of significant SNPs in 555 each strata. To avoid overfitting, we first performed an association test in the pooled sample of all 556 strata; then for significantly associated SNPs, we re-estimated the effect sizes in each of the strata. 557
We performed 20 iterations of all above steps (Fig. 1, Fig. S1-S4) . 558
559
We also considered two binary phenotypes (i) attained a college degree or not and (ii) attained any 560 degree or not, for the analysis of educational attainment by SES (as described above for years of 561 schooling), confirming that our analysis is robust to how education phenotype is coded (Fig. S11) . that trait values for both individuals were reported. We then formed two sets of individuals: 572 "Siblings" set, including the sibling pairs randomly sampled to include only one pair per family, 573
and an "Unrelateds" set, including the unrelated individuals identified by the UKB (see section 574
GWAS by sample characteristics above), but excluding the Siblings and 7,409 individuals that 575 were related to the Siblings (3rd degree or closer). 576
577
We focused on 22 traits (Table S1 ) and two simulated traits (see below). For each trait, we first 578 downsampled the Unrelateds to a sample size * such that the median standard error of effect 579 estimates roughly matched the median standard error in the sibling-based regression (see 580 "Estimating * " below). We then divided the Unrelateds set into three non-overlapping sets: after 581 sampling * individuals (Unrelateds- * set), we randomly split the rest of the Unrelateds set into 582 an Unrelateds-prediction set (10% of the samples) to be used as a sample for trait prediction 583 ("prediction set"), and an unrelated individuals discovery set (90% of the samples) to be used for 584 the discovery of trait associated variants (see Table S3 for sample sizes in each set). For each trait, 585
we performed standard GWAS in the Unrelateds-discovery set, and ascertained SNPs by 586 thresholding on association p-values. We then estimated the effect sizes for these ascertained SNPs 587 in two ways: by a sibling-based association test in the Siblings set (using plink v. 1.90b5's QFAM 588 procedure; flag: --qfam), and by a standard association test in the Unrelateds- * set (using plink v. 589 2.0). Subsequently, for each set of ascertained SNPs in the Unrelateds-discovery set, two PGS were 590 constructed for the samples in the Unrelateds-prediction set (see Fig. 3A for overview of the 591 pipeline). We performed 10 iterations of the above sampling, ascertainment and estimation steps. 592
In order to compare the performance of sibling-based and standard GWAS designs, we wanted to 595 match both analyses to have similar prediction accuracy under a vanilla model of no assortative 596 mating, population structure stratification or indirect effects. In the Supplementary Materials, 597
we show that this could be achieved by matching median effect estimate standard errors. For each 598 trait, we therefore calculated * , the sample size of a standard GWAS that yields roughly equal 599 standard errors in the standard and sibling-based regressions. Specifically, for each trait, we first 600 performed sibling-based GWAS in the Siblings using plink's QFAM procedure (using the flag: --601 qfam mperm=100000 emp-se). We then randomly sampled a range of sample sizes from the set of 602 Unrelateds, from 5K to 20K in 1K increments. Following Wood et al. (Wood et al. 2014) , for each 603 sample size, we performed a standard GWAS, and investigated the linear relationship between the 604 square root of the sample size and the inverse of the median standard error of the effect size 605 estimates. We then used this linear relationship to estimate the sample size of a standard GWAS 606 that corresponds to the inverse of the median standard error of the effect sizes estimate in the 607 sibling-based GWAS. 608
609
All standard association tests were performed using plink v. 2.0 (using the flag: --linear), adjusting 610 for sex, age and first 20 PCs as covariates. For sibling-based association tests we first residualized 611 the phenotypic values on the same covariates, and then regressed the sibling differences in 612 residuals on sibling genotypic differences using plink's QFAM procedure as described above. 613
614
We also considered a version of the analysis described above, in which we first residualized the 615 phenotypes on covariates in the pooled sample of all WB individuals, and then ran the pipeline on 616 the residuals without further adjustment for covariates in the GWAS or prediction evaluation. As 617 shown in Fig. S12 , this approach produced results that are qualitatively the same to what we 618 present in Fig. 3 . 619 620
Simulated traits 621
We wanted to check that given the study design described above, sibling-based and standard 622 GWAS perform similarly with respect to trait prediction, under the vanilla model of no population 623 stratification, assortative mating or indirect genetic effects (Fig. 3) . To this end, we simulated two 624 traits with (i) heritability ℎ " = ).4 and = %),))) causal loci, and (ii) heritability ℎ " = ).4 and 625 = %,))),))) causal SNPs. , 10 -3 , and 10 -2 (or a subset if no SNP reached that 653 significance level). We then used plink's clumping procedure (using the flag: --clump) with LD 654 threshold " < 0.1 (using 10,000 randomly selected unrelated WB samples as a reference for LD 655 structure) and physical distance threshold of >1MB. The selected SNPs were then used to calculate 656 PGS for individuals in the prediction sets, by summing the allelic counts weighted by their 657 estimated effect sizes (log of the odds ratios in the case of binary traits) using plink (using the flag: 658 --score). We calculated the incremental " : we first determined " in a regression of the phenotype 659 to the covariates, and then calculated the change in " when including the PGS as a predictor. For 660 binary traits, we calculated incremental Nagelkerke's " . 661
662
Estimating heritability and genetic correlation 663
We calculated SNP heritability across sex, age and SES groups for diastolic blood pressures, BMI 664 and years of schooling, respectively (as described in the section "GWAS by sample 665 characteristics") as well as genetic correlations across pairs of groups: we first performed GWAS 666 using all unrelated WB individuals in each group. We then used the GWAS summary statistics to 667 perform LD-score regression with LD scores computed from the 1000 Genomes European-668 ancestry samples (Bulik-Sullivan et al. 2015). We also calculated genetic correlation between 669 height and whole body water mass, using all unrelated WB individuals for GWAS. 670
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